
FLING - Technical Rider – Updated JULY 2019

FOH Engineer/Technical contact: Jim Mitcham, jim@losingthethread.co.uk, 07912511140

FLING are an energetic 5 piece wonky pop punk rock band who want to make sure we put on the 
best show possible for your audience. Please have a read through our technical specifications and if 
there are any potential problems or things you would be unable to provide, please let us know AT 
LEAST 48 HOURS BEFORE DOORS. 

We are pretty flexible and will consider swapping out any microphones or equipment you don't 
have available at your venue or alternatively can provide these ourselves if necessary provided we 
know about this in advance. We do have to reserve the right to cancel a performance at the 
promoters cost if the venue does not have adequate equipment to meet our technical requirements 
and this is not agreed in advance. This rider outlines the minimum specification necessary to put on 
a Fling show and we want it to be a great gig that your audience remembers.
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FLING – MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

At the very least a 2 way professional PA system that is capable of producing 105dbA at mix
position with 31 band graphic EQ in LR signal path. No home made systems will be accepted,
preferred systems include L'Acoustics, D&B, Nexo, Coda. System must be properly set up and

aligned prior to arrival and engineer must have full access to the system EQ and controller.

Professional grade, properly serviced and maintained mixing console (please no Behringer other
than X32 provided ALL buttons, faders and pots work without any form of defect or failure and NO

YAMAHA LS9's or O1V) with at least 16 channels (this is vital), preferably digital but analogue
will be accepted provided the following is also available: ideally 4 good quality gates and 4 good

quality compressors (again, please no Behringer equipment anywhere in the system).

Preferred consoles: Pro 2, Dlive, CL5, M32

The FOH desk is the most vital part of the technical requirements for the show and the band can
provide this if necessary provided this is arranged in advance. Should this be the case we will

require a pair of XLR's to link the LR output of the desk into the house system and access to the in
house multicore (again a separate multi can be provided if agreed in advance). FOH must be in front
of the stage not on it, under it, behind it or in another room (unfortunately we do have to specify this

it seems), in the centre of the room and not under any balconies or near highly reflective surfaces.

5 Way monitor mix using professional wedges with full 31 band Graphic EQ in signal chain of each
mix. Lead VOX wedges preferably to be a mono pair. Preferred wedges: M4, HiQ, LE400B

Microphones as described on the stage plot on the next page and professional quality cables to
connect them. We can provide all microphones if necessary and if agreed in advance

4 4-way power drops as indicated on stage plot

Minimum 1 tall straight vocal stand with round base
Minimum 1 short boom stand
Minimum 5 long boom stands

Competent and sober in house engineer who knows the system well to be present from load in to get
out regardless of whether Fling are bringing their FOH engineer with them for the show. Fling will
usually be travelling with their own FOH engineer but will let the promoter know in advance if this

is not the case for any show.

In venues where there is a separate MONS position, the promoter will arrange for a competent and
sober monitor engineer to be present throughout the show from soundcheck onwards. FLING will

not usually be bringing a monitor engineer with them

THESE REQUIREMENTS ARE ALL ABSOLUTELY VITAL TO THE FLING SHOW AND 
WITHOUT THE VENUE MEETING THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS WE RESERVE THE 
RIGHT TO CANCEL THE SHOW AT THE VENUES/PROMOTERS COST. 

If you have any queries then please contact:

Jim Mitcham (FOH Engineer), jim@losingthethread.co.uk, 07912511140
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HOSPITALITY RIDER

This section forms part of the contract and must be met in full and as described here by the 
promoter UNLESS AGREED IN WRITING BEFOREHAND WITH THE TOUR 
MANAGER AT LEAST 48 HOURS BEFORE THE SHOW.

Please make every effort to minimise the amount of single use plastic in the dressing room and 
wherever possible ensure any rider items are provided in recyclable or reusable containers. Please 
ensure that there is a supply of fresh (ideally filtered) potable drinking water near to the dressing 
room for water containers to be refilled. We will bring with us reusable water bottles to use on 
stage. As a band and crew we are aware of the negative impact live music events can have on the 
environment and so we ask that you support and join us in our efforts to reduce waste and minimise 
any harm we may cause to our planet whilst on the road. Thanks.

Dressing Room:

- 24 Cans (min 440ml) Premium strength lager eg Stella, Heineken, Budweiser, Red Stripe
- Selection of sandwiches for band and crew (2 vegetarian, others do not need to contain meat)
- 4 cans Red Bull Zero or Sugar Free OR 4 Cans sugar free Monster
- 1 Litre chilled skimmed milk
- 1 hot meal per band and crew member OR buyout of £15 per head. 2 meals must be vegetarian, 
others do not necessarily need to contain meat.

FOR FESTIVAL SHOWS: Trader tokens in place of meal buyout are acceptable PROVIDED at 
least 50% of the food traders on site will accept them and the value of the tokens exceeds any meal 
that can be bought with them on site.

Please provide a secure dressing room for exclusive use of the FLING entourage with enough seats 
for all crew and band plus a full length mirror. Ideally the dressing room will be lockable and a key 
handed to the TM on arrival. Where this is not possible, it must be secured by artist liaison or 
security staff at all times

Please provide a minimum of large 8 stage towels to the dressing room prior to our arrival.


